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• Characterize solar forcing variability

• Determine direct reaction in the atmosphere (temperature, composition, 
dynamics, etc.)

• … from the ground to the thermosphere
• … time scales: hours to centuries

• Study coupling mechanisms
• transport of trace gases
• waves (PW, GW, tides): generation, propagation, dissipation

• Detect and understand solar signal in indirectly influenced parameters

• Compare solar induced/ anthropogenic trends

(not covered: technical aspects of space weather)

Topics to be covered within
priority programme:



Priority Programme CAWSES
of the

German Science Fondation (DFG)

• Positive decision of DFG senat on May 6, 2004 
(12 out of 80 proposals)

• Review process within Germany: 26/27 Januar 2005:
– 38 proposals submitted
– 24 accepted (9 Postdocs, 30 PhD, travel, etc.)
– appr. 3 Mio € per year for (2+2+2) years = 18 Mio €
– 18 German institutions participate

• Next round of proposals: Nov. 2006 (review: Jan 2007)
will select proposals for the next 2-year period









- characterization of solar radiation etc.

- influence on trace gases, layers etc.

- coupling by gravity waves, tides, etc.

- monitoring of temperatures, winds etc.

- charged aerosols
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Fichtner, Scherer et al.
The composition of interstellar medium changes when the sun moves around
the galactic center ; this changes the composition inside the shock and its
heliocentric distance , this intern influences fluxes and spectra of cosmic
rays ; will influence cosmic rays (influence on climate?)



Solar irradiance variability

GOME and SCIAMACHY first space instruments to regularly observe the
sun in the UV, visible and NIR spectral range
Mg II index is a suitable proxy for modelling solar UV and EUV variability
Solar variability influences atmosphere via dynamical coupling from the
upper atmosphere down to troposphere

DFG project SOLOZON
University of Bremen



Solanki, Krivova et al.
solar irradiance reconstruction based on a physical model constrained by all 
information available (and extremes)

1.3 W/qm
increase
since
Maunder
minimum



solar

geomagn.

Kallenrode

‚normalized magnetic field coordinates‘ for the first time allows to separate
solar/magnetospheric energetic paticles‘
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Stratospheric water vapor, BD circulation, and solar variability
Water vapor above tropical
tropopause

Persistent low H2O 
since 2001

BD circulation strength
increase in both
hemispheres
(increased freeze-
drying)
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DFG project SOLOZON
University of Bremen

BD circulation changes
since 2001 contributed to a 
~0.5 K cooling near tropical
tropopause

Estimated solar cycle
influence on T near tropical
tropopause of about ±0.5K



Cubasch & Voss, Space Sci. Rev., 2000.

GCM modeling of solar induced temperature changes

sun only

greenhouse gases only

1°K



Project on Solar Effects on Chemistry and Climate Including
Ocean Interactions (ProSECCO)

WP2
Solar signal in the Troposphere

Freie Universität Berlin, Max-Planck-Institut für Chemie
Ulrike Langematz, Christoph Brühl, Anne Kubin

Reproduction of the dynamical solar signal by inclusion of a momentum
force in the stratosphere.

ECHAM5/MESSy Middle Atmosphere
Climate Model, T42L39 and L90, 
model top at 0.01 hPa,
perpetual January runs.

Significant solar signals in the
stratosphere and in the tropo-
sphere. 

Example: AO-like anomaly of the
1000 hPa geopotential height in the
L39-30y-January experiment.           



Mean age of air derived from MIPAS

Stiller,Engler

determine mean age of air, compare with ground based and balloon
measurements
important indicator for circulation (and solar variation) in the UTLS



SF6 as tracer for vertical transport

Regression line through Engel&Bönisch
data set since 1990: 
SF6 [pptv] = 0.222 pptv/yr (t - 1990) + 
2.190 pptv

Trend MIPAS: 0.211 pptv/yr
Mean value 1Jul 2003 MIPAS: 5.24 pptv
Mean value 1Jul 2003 E&B: 5.19 pptv



SOLEIL: SOLar variability and trend Effects In 
Layers and trace gases  in the upper atmosphere

Franz-Josef Lübken and Uwe Berger
Leibniz Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Kühlungsborn, Germany



Maximum ice radius on July 1, 2001 

Berger & Lübken, Geophys. Res. Lett., 2006



Berger & Lübken, Geophys. Res. Lett., 2005

69°N: ice radius

69°N: lidar backscatter (532 nm)

Berger & Lübken, Geophys. Res. Lett., 2006
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tides from TIDI; first observation of vertical structure ; climatologies ; 
nonmigrating often exceed normal tide ;  sources: latent heat, wave-wave interaction

Oberheide et al.
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temperature fluctuations –> ‚wave turbopause‘ ; shows seasonal variation
occur close to mesospheric zero wind lines

Offermann



see German CAWSES 
homepage at

www.iap-kborn.de

Includes an BIB-File with publications
(regularly updated)
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